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SUMMARY

Previous work on the fire endurance of timber beama (1)
led to an equation giving the most probable fire endurance
in terms of the dimensions and loading condd.t i.ons , A further
sna'lys Ls of the results is described In this paper, and a
simpler equation - a formula - is derived for the most probable
fire endurance. A formula for the minimum likely fire
enduranoe is also deduced.

The fi::,e enduranee tests which are analysed in this paper were caITicd
out on beams of douglas fir. Thc beams were of five nominal cross-sections,
varying in b:t'eadth between 1'1> in. and 2 in., arid in depth between 4 in. and

. 9 in. They'were subjected to various loads.

II The probable fire endurance

In the o:!'iginal paper (1), tho equation conneoting the fire cnduranoe
with the dimensions and loading conditions was

where .

and

IF = -& (1 -..-i. ) (1 _ t)2
20b 40a

r is the ratio applied load,
breaking load

b is the initial breadth of the beam (in.),

d the initial depth of the beam (in.),

t the fire endurance (minutes).

(1)

. FrCJJl the test results of the previous work, and using the same nota tion,
,values of (t/b) are plotted against a funotion of r in Fig. 1. As can
be seen;" 'the point3 COITes ponding to the various tes ts L'i,e approximB. tely
on a straight line ( (a) Fig. 1). Tho oquation of this line is found to
be empirically. .

(2)

This fonnula has the advantage over equation (1); that, given r, d and b,
it i.s much simpler to find the firo endurance t.
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III .~~~~pol~t.ion for less heavily loaded beams

It will be s~en from Fig, 1 that no experimental results were obtained
fL'=' n.J.l<Q3 of .:1. Lees than 0.18; this corresponds to nnximum

r» 0)3\---;
'I' ,.( :

f::'C~,: s'~rcss of 200 Ib/sq.b. In ext~polating to predict the performance
of beams with Lower load, that is with fibre stL'esses lower than
:;00 i.biPC),iD.., account is taken of the fact that an unloaded beam would
oolla~s~ ~efore being ccmpletely cha.rred away, due to the superincumbent
load of the charcoal. This mherent stressing m."y be allcwed for in
predictL'lg the fire performanoe of lightly loaded bea~ sections. This
calculation has been rrade for beams of five different cross-sections,
9 in. x 2:in., 7 in. x lt in., 6 in. x 2 :L,., 5 in. x 1-} in., and 4 in. x 2 in.,
shown respectively in Fig. 1 as the points A, B, C, D and E. The calculation
has been m.~de for the value t/b ~ 20, as the beam wo~lQ be completely .
charred away, using a rate of charring 1/40 in./min ~1). It appears
therefore '~ha t more lightly loaded beams would be r-epresented by points lying
abcve the extrapolated straight line, the precise aruount depending on the
de pth of the beam,

As can 013 se on from Fi6e- 1, there is some ,'3pr-~:ad about the line
cor-reapondi.ng if) equation (2). It is often :ir"portan~ to know the mini;num
l::.kely firu endurance of a beam. As in none of the tests plotted in
:Pi~. 1 the ::~.'.'e endurance was less than is represented by the straight line
(b) b that figure, this straight line can probably be taken 'co represent the
minimum likely fire endurance. The f'ormul.a corresponding to this is

1

t b r.;~ 8 _ 62.5 (r )3
,~ L"'.J· \ Jci1 J

'i'he va~.idity qf thi.s is born ou t by an examma tion of the results
of further bats ~1), whi.ch were carried out on eleven beams of douglas
f~r of tho aamo cross-section end equally loaded. The minimumfire endurance
was l:.J.m:L:1.l.It'ls, and this is to be. compared with 11.3 minutes a.l Lowcd by
e qua Eon Ui).

,From tests done previously, it seenm that the probable fire endurance
of loaded douglas fir beams is

1

b ,['23.8 - 52.8 (1'/ "/di3J , in minutes.

For beams 9 in. deep less heavily loaded than the tested beams, the fire
endurance is' probably given by the, same expression.'

The minimum likely fire endurance is
1

b [23.8 - 62.5 (r/,.Jd?...I, in m.izurbes ,

VI Rcf'e rence

(1) L.mSCN, D. I., YIEBSTBR, C. T. and ASHT<ll, L. A. The fire endurance of
timber beams and floors. National Building Study No. 13. London, 1951.
H. M. Stationery Office.
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Frelir'linary tests with specimens packed a.t 2. mean density of 0.15 gjcm3,
and an oil/fibre ratio of o· 5 by rleight, indicated that there was an
OP':;il~l,m rate of air flm7 of about 120 cm3/min for self-heating, but the
maxi.num temperature reached was ohly 114' 5°C; no discoloration of the
ince:l"ior of the specimen Vias observed.

In investigating the reason for the low maximum temperatures obtained
in the pyrex tube, tests were carr-Led out in the H£,.cke3' tester itself
vlith the specimen of oiled jute contained first in a pyrex tube and then
in a pa.per tube of the same diameter; with arr-angeee nt s for circulating
air at a const crrt rate through the tube containing the specimen. A
maximum temperature of 119°C was observed in the top of the specimen in
the paper tube and 107°C in the specimen in the pyrex tube under similar
conditions in these tests. This indicated thd heat dissipation to the
walls of the pyrex tube was responsible for the 10Vi temperatures obselved.
The apparatus Vias therefore abandoned in favour of the modified f'or-m of
t;1e i:iacl:ey Tester described below.

(c) Hew c.'Up,;ratus for the study of spontaneous heat~

The investigation Vias continued in the pr-obotype of the apparatus
shown in Figs. 1 and 2; Fig. 2 shows the principal dimensions. The
prototype was made with "tin" cans and Vias found sufficiently useful to
warrant ccns'tz-uct i.on of the permanent f:4'm vlhich is described here.
From the point of' vien of the Lnvce tri gatLcn there was no si0nificant
differe~oe between the two forms. .

The apparatus, which is constructed of sheet brass and copper,
consists of 0. \fOoter boiler fitted rTith an electric immersion hea·ter and
a water-cooled condenser. The s2ecimen chamber is suspended inside,
above the 'later Level, lJy a Marl: neck, 'l:he air SU.i?i,ly is passed t hr-ough
a preheater, in ,the scecm space , lnich consists of '16 ft. of 20 S. 'il. G.
copper bubang, ~; :in. O,!\ ~ ",7ouncl in Do spiral of nine turns and whd.ch is
joined' tangentia.Ll~' to the side of the specimen chamber at the bo tcom,

Paper tubes corrcadnaug the specimens are fitted to the cork at the
end of the short glass tube (about 1 em diameter) wha.ch passes through
the rubber bung in the re ck- of the specimen chamber. Either a thermocouple ..
as shown, or 0. long-stem thermometer, may be used to observe the temperature
in the specimen. A closed tube is suspended in the e team space to take
the reference junction of' the thermocoupl.e ,

The opprr-atus can be ree.dily modified, in order that the c.ir supply
to the interior of the spectuen may depend on natur-al, convection as in the
j,jackey tester, b'J using a gauze cylinder to contain the specimen c.nd
providing vents in the rubber bung,

The immersion heuter is r-ated c.t 850 rratts but is normally run at
about 650 watts, with 3 litres of water in the boiler; if desired, liquids
with other boiling points may be used.

(d) Effect of air flow on heating of oiled jute in new aupara.J~us

(pro~otype)

Tests were carried out on two babhes of jute fibre cut z'rom the
stock, the second batch being cut six months after the first. The
moisture content Was 9· 62 per cent for the first batch, Batch A, but
was not determined for the second, Batch B. The linseed oil free from
white spirit was used.

The paper C'Jlinders used for containing the oiled fibre were treated
with dilute shellac varnish to reduce absorption of'oil from the fibre.
'I'he cylinders were 3·1 em diameter and 9 em long. D.lring the pacld.ng of
the fibre into a cylinder one end was closed by a cork. After .pacld.ng,
a central hole was made in the snecimen with a needa,e to ecccmmodate the
thermocouple. In this series of-tests the thermocouple was contained in
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a thin pyrex 'Lube of 1-2 rom outside diameter. 2'00 g of oil and 5'00 g
of fibre were used and the pacldng length vias 6'5 em. The pacldng density
was therefore 0'11,3 g/em3 (uncor:eoted for oil loss during mixing).
liTom three to six tests vlere done at each fixed rate of air flow.

The mean maxamum temperature imicated by the thermooouple for the
series of tests at each rate of air flow, and the mean time taken to
reach the maximum, are given in Table I to,~e'Gher with standez-d deviations.
T,:e mean maximum t emper-atur-e is plotted Il.;:.ainst air flow in l!'i:\. 3.

TABLE I

I

I
I
!,,
•!

83

I •
I

II

IHean i Pressure
tirHe to

,
difference IAP/

Iure , maximum. /::,. P mlll , Q
min water ix 104

i
I

I 91 :1'. 11 - -
8 185 ±.. 2 - -
2 1

88 ±.. 9 - - I2". - -

A

Jute
batch

I
Rate of i . i1ean
air f'Low. ! H I' maximum
Q em~/min I ,temP8~at

~-----I---2-00-"""'~18 7.48

300 ! 4 : 262:!:. 1
400 I 5 i 186 ±.. 2
500 ! 3. ' 152 ±.. 21

It will be seen from l!'ig. 3 that there was an optimum rate of air
flow of 250 - ·300 cm3/min for the highest temperatures to occur in the
of.Led jute. Lower maximum temperatures were obtained with jut e Batch :a,
and the maximum tended to occur ea=lier, than'rlith sample A.

(e) Causes of variation in maximum' temperature

It will be seen from the standard deviations given in Table r that
there was a large variation in the maximum t emper-abur-ee obtained at any
given rate of air flow. In cr-der- to reduce the number of tests required
to obte.in significant r-esu Lt s an at'Genpt was made to discover the reaSO,1S
for the wide variation. Investigation of the factors under the follovling
headings Vias carried far enough to reveal gross effeCts only.

(i) General. Specimens wer-e examd.ned in longitudinal section after each
test.~iheildiscolorationor charring of the specimen had occurred it
appeared, l7ith rare exceptions, to decrease uniformly from the centre
to the outside of the specimen. The amount of discoloration for a given
rate of air 1'101'1 Vias related to the observed maximum temperature. Thus
for jute Botch A, with an air f'Low of 200 em3/min, the disooloration
varied from none in the specimen g;iving the Lowest maximum temperature
to dark brown in the specimen giving the highest maximum temperature.

It is concluded that the variation in maximum temperature at a given
air f 10\7 is not due to variation in the posd.tdon of the point of maximum .
heating relative to the position of the thermocouple, and it represents
a real difference in the behavd.our- of the specimen. •

•
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(ii) t~2d12U~~\}-t'e: The time spent in nuxang the oil and fibre was
U(;1H~:.:' ;';ll;()L~t :t'iv~ m:t!"~\:.tes. Variations in the behaviour of tile specimen
"tlLit:Li; ar t se frol.\ variation in the 8Jno<.;.11t of oil lost during the mixing,
r:x~ t'rom vard.at ion :i.n the mixing time in so far as this determined the
u!~ifacmity of rr..i;d.ng and the amount of oxidation of the dispersed oil
at room temperature. Tests were therefore carried out with a fixed time
schedule as follows:-

·\
Time taken far mixing ::: 6 min.
Time taken for packing ::: -j min.
Specimen inserted in tester 12 min after start of mixing.

A washed sample of jute Batch A vras used (see (iii) belcw); As
above, 2 g of oil was mixed with 5 g of jute and the paclci.ng density
was 0- 143 e/cm3. The rate of air flow was 300 Clit3/ mi n .

'rhe mean maximum temperature and the mean time t aken to reach the
maximum are given in Table II with standard deviations. Results are
also given for tests with the washed jute in ,mich the procedure was
not controlled and rlhich were carried out first. Application of the
variance ratio (F) test shows that control of the mixing time produced
no significe.r..t improvement in the reproclllcibili ty of the maximum
temperatu.:ce.

Tho amount of oil lest du:-inp; ;;):1.:0.,-:'& was determined from the change
in the to-:;:'..1 Height or the o:.:.:~~ ;;:':i,b:~-a, and paper tube. The mean loss of
oil in four tests w~s O~20 ~O·02 g. Hence the amount of oil on the
spe cimens was actually C:1J.y 1·80 g and tile variation in the amcunt was
about, 1 per cent. l!Urther tests are required to show whether t."I-),is
var-i.atn.on in the amount of oil couLd pz-odu ce variations in the maximum
t emper-atur-e e qua.L to those observed,

Effect of treatment and nature of fihr'e

25 ±. 1

,! 1
; i.liean i Pressure :
: b.me to I difference. t: p/Q i
j maximum.i A. P nun! I
i min I water I x 104 t
1 I· -+ 1
158 j: 2 100 89 j: 0·01 I 30 !

68 j: 1 iO.85.±. 0·03 i 28 I

: I
I

3 270 :t. 16

I ' },iean
it I maximum

; temperature.
i °c
!
i

5 I 244.±. 38
3 248 ±. 24

300

300
300

:&:i.bre

I-
I I' Rate of I

I air floVl I
Q cm3/min I

~ I I; L- Ir--'-------
IViashed jute. i!Same, with con- I
: trolled prepara-
! tion.
j Glass fibre.

..
'"

~-----------------'------------------i
i

i N = number of tests

( , . ,) mh + ~ t' f'h DJ.·~,fercn~AS ~;~ 'the bel'°VJ.'ol.,U' o~ J'u~oJ.J.~ ~r.:.'~..:!..~.2....S'=-- l19 ' ~.~ - .~- ..... =- - ",~

samples might3.:i:'ise from one or both of variation in physical factors,
such as specific surf'ace , and YDriation in chemical factors affecting
the r-eactLon, kn example 9f the latter is the proportion of hemi-
ceLluLos es whi.ch, as Saba U) has shovm, can act as antLcxd.darrts,

•

•

The effect of mild treatment of the jute was determined for a.
sample of 'Batch A which was washed vr.i. th boiling distilled water and
soap , .z-i.nsed in four changes of water, and dried at 105°0. After
drying it was exposed to the atmosphere for a few days, mixed, and
stored in a. tin. The final moisture content was 3·4 per cent.

»:
/
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The results of self-heating tests carried out with the washed jute
are given in Table II. The mean maximum temperature does not differ
significai}tly from thd obtaaned vlith the um-rashed jute at an air flow
of 300 cm)/min (Table I, Batch A). The time taken to reach the maximum
temperature is less .7ith the washed jute; this is probably due to the
reduced moisture content. The reacon for the difference in these t~ne3

for the two aer-Lea o'f tests on the washed jute (Table II) is not known,
The d.lf'f'ez-cnce betn.een the standard dev;.c.tionE fCl!:' the maximum tempera
tures for the washed cl1d unwashed jutc is not significant.

Tests wer-e cllI'ried out vlith 2' 0 g of oil mixed iT.i.th 5' 0 g of glass
fibre. The results (Table II) show that the mean time tween t.o reach the
maximum bempernture was much less than .Iith jute as oil carrier, but the
mean maximum temperature and the standard deviation were similar to those
obtained with Batch A of the jute.

( . ) So . "' .. -" d ...." t11 . rm j' t·J.V ec=,;J.l.c s~~~ poros:l:.;'L.?.:. ,_8 ~~cJ.men. rne .ozeny equa a.on
for the fIow of fluids tnrough gr-anuLar- beds has been applied ·~o the flow
of a.:ct) through pacldngs of jute wi'ch pm-a.llsl· fibres by Roy, Mukherjee, and
Sen • This equation may be writ'cen as follows:

.i

.6. p =
'Q

.... (1)

\"nlere Q is the volume rate of flow with a pressure difference of D. p
across a packing of length L and cross-sectional ar-ea A. S is the
particle sur-race area per unit vo Lume of the packing, and f! is the
porosity of the paclcing (i. e. frD.ction of voids). ., is the viscosity
of the air. Ie is a constant, at least at por-os Lties below O' 7, which
depends on the geometry of the vci<1s; at higher porosities K varies
vli'ch porosity. The equation may be expected to apply to a random packing
of fibres but with a different v aLue for K, In d~termimtions of the
fibre dLam et e r of wooL, Anderson and Warburton (5) found that K had a
higher value for plugs of random fibres than for parallel fibres and,
also, the coefficient of variation of K was much smaller for the r-andom
fibres than far- the parallel fibres.

As a first step in determining a correlatio:1 between the VDrJ.a'CJ.on
of me..ximum temperature and the specific surf'ace. of the specimen the ofr
pressure di.f'f'er-ence ccross the sp ecimen rills measur-ed in 0.11 the tests on
jute B."-tch B (T.able I) and on the washed jute (1'o.ble II).

Until the temperc.ture of the specimen exceeded 1000 e the pressur.e
differenoe acr-os s the 'specimen r-ememed almo"',, constant and then began
to Lnci-ease as the self-heating dncr-ecsed,

In l~ig. 4- the maximum temperatures (1b"i;,,~ned i.n the 'tests wi·th washed
jute are plotted against the mean pr-eesur-e d:,::':: .':::'';'1"e, expressed in mm
wat er-: gauge, for the fir3t 30 mir. 0::' test, d"r:;,r..g v.nlch the tempe,,'ature
rose to about 1000 C. There appear-a t o be no ccrrelatioil between the
maximum temperature and this pr essure diff,,',cenoe,

The rO.te of heELting per uro.t vo Iume of' ·t~he sp erumen, and therefore
the maximum temperature r"e.:)::"", wouId be oxpoct ed to depend on the
oiled surface per unit VOlume expos ed to OXidation, i. e. on the sp ecd.f'Lc
surface. The absence of a cO:'.-rela.ticn betwerm the max.unum temperature
and the pressure difference across the specimen therei'.ore leads to the
concludons that the obser-ved variation of pressure difference, at
constant air floll, between specimens was due to differences in the
por-o sd ty rather than the specific surface of the specimens, and that these
differences of porosity were not responsible for the variation in maximum
temperature. Alternatively, the lack of correlation may have been due to
Eo random variation of the porosity and specu'ic sur-ruce together. The
variations in porosity could have arisen from.variations in mean packing
density \iithin the limits of measurement (estimated at about.:!:. 3 per cent)
0::- from local variations in the uniformity of packf.ng , The conclusion
that the effect of porosity pr-edomdnat ed is supported by the follovling
"''l:i.culntion.

-o

•

•
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By differentiating equation (1) with respect to S and t the
change in pressure difference at constant air fiow resulting from
simultaneous small changes in specific surface and porosity is found to
be '

~ (/\~)~ C(2S('-E)~~.s .... S~(I.e)(~-E).bE\ ()
U Q \ ~ (4 ),. .. 2

where c = ~KL = constant.

Taking the den~ity of jut~ fibre as 1'48 gjcm3 (Roy.et al (4)) the
porosity of the specimen at a packi.ng density of 0·14 gjciii3"TS 0'91.
The specific surface of the jute (on a volume basis) may be taken as
approximately 1,000 cm2/cm3 \4). Inserting these values in (2) we have

~~):::::: C(i.·;( X101i$- A1·S )(IO"ot) .... (3)

For a one per cent increase of the specific surface and porosity
(o.S = 10, be = 1 x 10-2) we have (preserving the order of terms)

·1,(Af') __ C(Z.2X102_ fl.3X10
3

)
~', ~ ~ ~ '

The change in the pressure difference resulting from a one per cent change
of porosity is thus about thirteen times the change pr-oduced by a one per
cent change in the specific surface.

The mean pressure differences during the initial heating to about
1(XPC are given for each rate of air flow for jute Batch B in Table I
and for the washed sample of Batch A in Table II, and the ratio Ii p/Q
is given in the final· co Iumn, This ratio is nearly constant for each
batch of jute but the value for Batch B differs widely from the value
for the washed sample. As the nominal packing density and the method
of packing was unaltered this difference in the ratio for the washed jute
and Batch B may be due to a difference in porosity, arising from a
difference in mean fibre density, or to a difference in mean specific
surface.

.-•

For a packing density of 0·143 g/cm3
g/cm3 it can be shown that

~€ ~ Q.064 bp

and a fibre density v.) of

•

Inserting this in (3) we have 4

~(~)~C(2'''-x.\O'?JS - "SxtO Sf)

Fo):' a one per cent change in specific surface and fiiJre density
(ti> = 10, and tp = 1·5 x 10-2) \7e have ,

'S (~) ~ C (~.~)( .e: ~'1 )1.10:1.)

That is, the ratio £::", p/Q is about equally sensitive to changes
of specific surface and of fibre density. Although the difference
between the me an maxinn.un temperatures for the washed jute (Batch A)
and Batch B attained with lll1.air flew of 300 cm3/min (Tables I and II),
are not statistically significant they are at least consistent with the
washed jute having a higher specific surface tha.n Batch E. The washing
treatment probably resulted in c. higher degree of separation of the jute
fibres and so increased the specific surface. At the aame time, however,
the increased fibre separation may have resulted in 'a packang which was
different in structure or degree of randomness to that obtained Vii th the
unwashed fibre and which, therefore, had D. different value for the.
Kozerw constant Y... lienee the reason for the cifference in the rat~o

A p/Q for the washed and unwashed jute cannot be decided without
further investigation.
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(v) ~~j?I'operties.of the 6iJecim~}'l.. Tests wer-e carried out to
determine whether the rate of' the initial heati11f.:' of the specimen by
the oven, before s elf-heatin:::, be2;an, wculd z-evea.l 8.1lJr varia·i:;ion in the
thermal proyerties of the speciwens ~hich cvuld account for the
variatioj:1,S of maximum temperature. ::'~or this )ur,:::'ose a number of epecamens
were tested with nitrogen :?a5sing throu.:~;h the apparatus to ensure the
absence of' oxidation. "\I'hen the ·cer,.perattLre of the specimen had reached
95°C the nitrogen was r~laced by air end self-ha~t.ing prooeeded as
usual. The s~ecL~en consisted of 5,0 g of JUGe wlich had been dried at
105°C, and 2· 0 g of oil. The ra.tes of nitrogen and tir flow were 30} em3/
min. .

The temperature in the spe cdmen rose r~id1y to 60°0 in about 5 min,
and then mere slo\713~ to reach 90°0 in about 30 min. Thi.s behaviour was
probably due to the presence of f'or-ced convection t."l.i.~ough the specimen
and to the fact that the thennoc0q:Jle indicates mainly uhe temperature
of the air in the voids. Thus it aeetns r-easonabl.e that ·~hc temperature
indicated by the t hermocoup.le should :d~e T8;)ia.::.y,. after insertion of
the specimen in the tester, to some va.Lue ir.term-ed.iate becween the entr,:r
and exit tempere.tures of the cdr })£:.ssing Lhrough the specimen; then the
further rise \7ill de-pend mainly on the rate at ';,hich the temperature of
the specimen increases.

,
.-,

The times taken for t he temperature to oover specified intervals are
given in Table III. The results for each·test are arranged in order of
increasing temperature maximum reached during the self-heating stage.

TABLE III·

Initial heating of oiled jute in nitrogen

39
33
35
32

Time

°95 - max.
min

31· 5
26-0
3°·0
29·0

Time to
SCPO
min

Tim~ to
60°0
nurr

175
'183
2i9
271...

MD.Ximum
temperature

0 0'

--------,..------------.,..-.--_.--,..-------
I Time I
I GOoe - 90°0. I,

~ min
t------t------------t---

I
-I

I 25 .!
22 I

!
23
24

I.

There appears to be no correlation between bhe variation of maximum
temperature and the voric.tion in tlwrr;v;..L :proper'l:;i~:s of the specimens as
indicated by the temperature-time dOl.to: ir- 'l'o.ble III.

A modification of the lii:.ckey Taster has be-ell 1eaigned in which
materials m~ be tested t f'cz- thl';ir t(;r!c1eL"~::r ';;0 spontaneous
heating ann ignition, with a controlled c:..c:-rent of air passing
through the .specimen;

'/

2. It has been shown that there is an optimum rilte of. air flow
for the self-hea.ting of linseed oil on jute at a given packing
density in the new a?pm~atus;

3. As in the :Mackey Tester, the maximum temperature reached under
a given set of conditions in the ne~ ayparatus is subject to
rather wide variation;

4. An attempt to identifJr causes far the variation in the maximum
t emper-atur-e was unsuccessful.

•
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The new appar'atus is pref'er-r ed to the h(aclcey Tester for the
Labor-atcry examination of the spontaneous heating and igni tion tendencies
0:::' materials in general because it is mor e versatile; thus, materials
may be examined under conditions of naburaL or forced aeration of the
specimen, in atmospheres containing any desired concentration of oxygen,
and 8.t a number- of different temperatures. FUrthermore, the ?,iackey
Tester is associated \7ith a standard test Huich is used far assessing
the hazard of textile oils, and which employs a criterion found by
exper-Lence to be satisfactory for this limited purpose. It is desirable
that the 1:1ackey Tester should be reserved for this purpose and that no
opportunity should be provided for interpreting the result. of tests on
other matier'Lal.a in terms of the cr-Lt.er-Ion adoptied in the standard test
for textile oils.
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